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1 Introduction
Virtual reality based instruction can involve games, simulations and Virtual Worlds (VWs) ((Merchant, Goetz, Cifuentes, Keeney-Kennicutt, & Davis, 2014). The three-dimensional (3D) nature of VWs that allow movement within a space

and interaction with objects seems to be an intrinsic part of the experience; hence the use of the term 3DVWs by many researchers. We will use the terms VWs and 3DVWs interchangeably. We include Multi-User Virtual Environments (MUVE)

as a type of 3DVW. Virtual learning environments (VLEs) include the use of games, simulations or VWs specifically for education. VLEs are being used to provide an effective method for educating students to achieve a vast array of learning

outcomes. According to experiential learning, students are able to learn through direct experience in a virtual world, and are more engaged and motivated as a result (Rowe, Shores, Mott, & Lester, 2011).

Drawing on published research spanning two decades, Dalgarno and Lee (2010) identified a set of unique characteristics of 3D VLEs, which includes aspects of their representational fidelity and aspects of the learner–computer

interactivity they facilitate. Specifically they identified a series of learning affordances of such environments including: facilitation of tasks that lead to enhanced spatial knowledge representation; greater opportunities for experiential learning;

increased motivation and engagement; improved contextualisation of learning; and richer/more effective collaborative learning, as compared to tasks made possible by two-dimensional (2D) alternatives. However, Dalgarno and Lee contend that

the continued development of and investment in 3D games, simulations and VWs for educational purposes should be considered contingent on further investigation into the precise relationships between the unique characteristics of 3D VLEs

and their potential learning benefits.

Having come to the same conclusion ourselves in our own projects, we were concerned that despite their growing popularity there was still little research that demonstrated the value of 3D over 2D representations and in what

circumstances these benefits were realised. Most research involving 2D and/or 3D representations use each for different purposes and do not compare them. Some work assumes that 3D visualization is naturally superior to 2D (e.g.

(Arunachalam, Zalila-Wenkstern, & Steiner, 2008)). Often the evaluation is purely subjective and focused on how one of the technologies, that is 2D or 3D, is received by its users (e.g. Dickey (2005)). At best, the researcher may measure if

learning gains have been achieved for one specific representation or technology. Furthermore, the learning gain is often measured through self-reporting (Hew & Cheung, 2010) and rarely through measurement of actual assessment results

(e.g.Sourin, Sourina, and Prasolova-Førland (2006)).

As found in a review of over 100 articles on VWs in education by Duncan, Miller, and Jiang (2012), research in this area overwhelming involves the use of Second Life (SL); though due to rising costs of virtual real estate many are

moving to OpenSim as an alternative technology platform. We believe as a result, much 3DVW research, including espoused benefits and uses, is focused on collaboration, social simulations, distance learning, identity aspects (such as online
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persona) and embodiment (Duncan et al., 2012). In contrast, Duncan et al. (2012) found little reported research that uses 3DVWs as virtual laboratories (6.2%) or for virtual fieldwork (9.4%). We wish to contribute to understanding of the benefits

and costs of 3DVW technology in these lesser studied contexts.

To this end, this paper describes an experiment to measure learning gains of the same concept represented in 2D and 3D models. The study explores whether a biology concept concerning animal behavior behaviour that has been

typically found to be difficult to grasp by students via traditional teaching methods such as notes, textbooks, tutorials and lectures, can more readily be understood when a 3D representation with embodied animals inhabiting a virtual world is

used compared to the same models developed in 2D simulation software which allows modelling of the concepts but does not provide an embodied representation of the animals and their environment. We thus compare understanding of the

concept after traditional instruction, after 2D modelling and after 3D modelling (with an experimental design that alternates the latter two treatments). After motivating our choice of theory, our design is described in detail, followed by our results,

discussion and conclusions.

1.1 Background and motivation
The motivation for the study reported in this paper stems from the assumption that there are higher costs associated with 3D models than 2D models. These costs may be in terms of increased time and effort to develop a 3D model compared to a 2D

model, with probable impacts on development budget, and may require more specialized technical skills that will further constrain development. For example, additional data (i.e. the third dimension) needs to be collected and modeledmodelled. Also, the

algorithms used in 2D modeling modelling using software such as Swarm or NetLogo are likely to be very simple. When porting the same algorithms to a 3D Virtual World, not only do we have to program the third dimension, we may need to use

modeling modelling software such as 3DStudio Max or Blender to develop a visual representation to provide an embodiment for the representation and to create animations for that model. To run the model and render it graphically, an environment such as

OpenSim or game engine technology like Active Worlds or Unity3D will be needed. Thus, the technical skills required in developing the model are greater. To run the 3DVW, it may be necessary to purchase expensive graphics cards and processors. Chen and

Johan (2015) highlight the computational processing costs of providing 3D simulations in real-time; in response they developed a 2D approach to animate and render 3D vegetation, such as grass swaying in the wind.

There are also physical and psychological considerations when deciding between 2D or 3D representations. Physical concerns may include a combination of device, implementation or human aspects. For example, the study by Hürst and Nunez (2013)

investigated interaction modalities involving navigation of 2D versus 3D worlds on mobile phones. Their results were inconclusive; they found that experience and preferences affected interaction satisfaction and performance, though these outcomes were not

necessarily related. Also looking from a device and also human physical perspective, Karnik, Grossman, and Subramanian (2013) contrasted the advantage of perception of 3D digital content provided by stereo-3D and spatial 3D with the possible physical side

effects of blurred vision, nausea, headaches and pain associated with the ophthalmological condition of aesthenopia (i.e. eye strain) as a result of visual-vestibular and vergence-accommodation conflicts. Due to these concerns, Karnik et al. (2013) measured the

performance cost of repetitive switching between a 2D display and 3D (stereo or volumetric) display and found participant performance was faster in the condition involving 2D displays, which allowed for motion parallax and perspective correction. At the

neuronal level, Kober, Kurzmann, and Neuper (2012) conducted an interactive virtual reality (VR) study using multi-channel EEG to measure differences in experiences of presence between 2D and 3D representations using different rendering devices (desktop

and wall). The study observed different cortical activation patterns indicating different levels of immersion for the different rendering devices. Interestingly their study showed cortical correlates of presence were similar for non-interactive and interactive VR

conditions, so it was not the nature of the interaction that caused the differences.

From a psychological and cognitive perspective, Stuerzlinger and Wingrave (2011) noted increases in complexity associated with interacting with 3D models and designing appropriate interfaces to support interaction in comparison to 2D models. It was

found that the increased flexibility or expressivity provided by a 3D model may make the model and/or interacting with it harder to understand or use and lead to worse task performance (Stuerzlinger & Wingrave, 2011).

Some researchers have explored the 2D versus 3D question from the perspective of adding a dimension to an existing technology to see what difference that might have on users. Visinescu, Sidorova, Jones, and Prybutok (2015) investigated what they

call 2D versus 3D website design to see if dimensionality influenced customer experiences, perceptions and behavioral behavioural intentions. In their comparison with a traditional 2D shopping website, they found that the 3D shopping environment had a lower

perceived ease of use and lower cognitive absorption, though the latter was moderated by user experience. Similarly, Boulos, Hetherington, and Wheeler (2007) made a comparison between what they call conventional 2D websites and 3DVWs using Second

Life. They consider Second Life to be a 3D social network supporting collaboration and interaction between people and objects in the VW. While some of the features they describe may also be found in websites, such as navigation of multimedia content and

browsing of document collections, they add social elements including relaxing, playing, shopping, practicing social skills and attending live events. In other work Liu and Chai (2012) compare the use of 2D cartoon-like animations to provide children's safety

education, with a 3D animation; the cartoon was found to be more suitable for young children, while the 3D representation was more suitable for exploration in different views.

As noted earlier, the majority of research concerning the educational benefit of using 3DVWs, including multi-user virtual environments, present studies involving Second Life (Warburton, 2009). Much of the extensive literature reporting the use of

Second life focuses on the social nature of being able to share artifacts and interact with others. However, learning scientists, such as Dede (1995), elaborate the benefits of virtual worlds to support immersive, distributed and constructivist learning environments.

Bronack et al. (2008) speak of “presence pedagogy”, a learning and teaching approach underpinned by social constructivist theory, where environments including Second Life, provide a sense of “being-there” and community that fosters collaboration and

reflection. A study by Nah, Eschenbrenner, and DeWester (2011) measured telepresence, enjoyment, brand equity, and behavioral behavioural intention in both 2D and 3D virtual worlds to determine the potential of 3D to improve brand perception leading to

intention to purchase that brand. Their study showed that while enjoyment and presence, were increased in the 3DVW, this did not necessarily lead to intention to purchase due to multiple elements competing for their attention in the VW in accordance with

distraction-conflict theory (Baron, 1986). Also in the business rather than education space, Yoon and George (2013) ask why businesses are not adopting the use of VWs. Using survey data from organizations and other secondary data, they found that
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businesses who had adopted the use of VW technology had not benefited and thus their competitors were also not motivated to take up the technology. In the education sector, technology adoption is likely to be less motivated by profits or increased income;

though the sector is also likely to be more limited in its capacity to adopt expensive technologies.

A parallel to a commercially driven motivation to use VWs in education concerns solutions to improve student engagement and retention. In a book on this topic edited by Wankel and Blessinger (2013), VWs are mentioned as emerging technologies to

support blended learning, but only one of the 13 articles provides any discussion or examples of their use. Typical of the literature, the example concerns an SL MUVE that provides an authentic task by allowing students to build places, events, people and literally

co-construct their learning environment (Ashbaugh, 2013).

Clearly there will be situations where 2D models are not adequate, particularly if the data itself is three-dimensional. For example, French (1974) noted that for many geophysical models, 2D migration of data resulted in distorted mapped structures. The

result for structurally complex models is that adequate cross-dip information was not provided for single and many conventional grids. 3D models were necessary to overcome this problem. In such cases, as in many scientific modeling modelling applications, the

third dimension is not merely additional data but information critical for manipulating and displaying the model correctly. In fields like engineering that involve the design and testing of artifacts, 3D modelling and the use of VR technologies will deliver better

outcomes than 2D models and technologies (Sampaio, Ferreira, Rosário, & Martins, 2010).

There are also contexts where 3D interfaces and displays could be expected to deliver benefits over a 2D display, particularly when there is dimensional congruence (Baumgärtner, Ebert, Deller, & Agne, 2007). Well cited experiments conducted by

Tavanti and Lind (2001) to measure spatial memory performance across multiple 2D and 3D displays found that performance in the spatial memory task was improved with the 3D displays. However, more recently, Cockburn (2004) reproduced the experiments

with stricter control over the confounding factors acknowledged by Tavanti and Lind and, in contrast, found that the “3D effects make no difference to the effectiveness of spatial memory in monocular static displays”. In another experiment, Cockburn and McKenzie

(2002) investigated the effectiveness of spatial memory in real-world physical models and in equivalent computer-based virtual systems. They found that participants' performance worsened as freedom to locate items in the third dimension increased. This was

true for both the physical and virtual systems.

Two compelling arguments for the value and need for 3D representations is that we live in a 3D world and today's computers are able to process 3D information (Ioannidou, Repenning, & Webb, 2009). The need for 3D models in VWs is also compelling

in contexts when the phenomena being studied is itself a 3D object. In an article, cited over 400 times, supporting the use of 3DVW for learning, Dickey (2005) reports a case study involving a 3D object-modelling course for learning to create original Active World

objects. The benefits of using a 3DVW and representation are obvious. As Dickey comments:

Given the nature of this learning environment, coupled with the learning content, it would have been difficult to avoid providing authentic activities. Learners were immersed in both the content and culture of a 3D environment. Unlike 3D modelling classes offered in a more

traditional setting, Magine's RWX object modelling class was situated in an environment made up of RWX objects, with learners literally represented as RWX objects. It might be argued that this learning environment afforded learners the opportunity, in a sense, to become

embodied in the learning content and context. Instead of observing such actions as object rotation and translation from a third-person perspective, or as VR theorist William Winn (1993) deems, the third-person non-symbolic learners were able to construct an understanding from

a first-person perspective by viewing these activities as the object (p. 448).

In the same article, Dickey (2005) presents another case study for a business computing skills course where the use of a 3DVW provided the opportunity for constructivist learning. However, the evidence provided for the value of a 3D representation in

this case study, from a learning outcomes perspective, is anecdotal at best. Benefits reported by students included a “positive experience” and anonymity. The main advantage identified by students was “not having to go to class”, though a sense of being there

and embodiment were also identified. The case study notes that students were impressed by the amount of work that went into creating the world. The study was not able to measure what effect the 3DVW had on learning outcomes. This shortcoming of the study

is a feature we find all too common. We further note, that in spite of the lack of evidence that learning had taken place, the article by Dickey continues to be one of the most cited papers in 3DVW research.

As another more recent example, Short (2012) provides an overview of the benefits and uses of 3D models created in Minecraft for teaching science and mathematics, including a 3D representation of the periodic table and 2D and 3D representations of

Fibonacci numbers. There is no doubt that children love Minecraft and choose to engage with content in it that in other forms they may prefer to avoid. Unfortunately, Short does not report any studies to measure the learning gains of using these representation or

any comparison of the alternative 2D/3D representations.

This highlights what we believe is a fundamental issue in understanding the benefits of a 3DVWs over a 2D representation; the types of research methods employed in studies using VWs. Hew and Cheung (2010) conducted a review of 15 VWs and

found two main research methods in use: descriptive research and experimental. As defined in their review, descriptive research asks who and what questions that allow the population or phenomena under study to be described without manipulation but does

not seek to answer how, when or why. Experimental research asks questions about cause and effect through the manipulation of variables. Descriptive research is often needed first to understand the variables which might be appropriate to include in an

experiment. Hew and Cheung (2010)'s review found that 14/15 of the studies were descriptive and only one (6.7%) used an experimental design. The experiment in this one study (Holmes, 2007) evaluated the usefulness of a software agent to explain content

versus no software agent. However, no comparison was made of the use of a 3DVW versus an alternative, such as a different media, representation or traditional teaching method or to deliver the same explanations.

A number of reviews of the use of VWs in education have been conducted over the past decade. Kim, Lee, and Thomas (2012) conducted a meta-analysis of 65 papers including past reviews and additional single studies. They found that, with the

exception of the Hew and Cheung (2010) study cited above, prior reviews reported potential applications, rather than scientific studies, of virtual worlds for collaborative learning or distance education; with the most common application being simulation of space
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(62%) followed by communication spaces (15%). While descriptive studies still dominated the literature, Kim et al. (2012) noted a rise in the number of quasi-experimental studies from 6.7% to 42% in the period 2008–2012 and more of a focus on learning

outcomes; though what was measured varied according to the discipline. The meta-analysis of studies on virtual reality based instruction, comprised of 13 games, 29 simulations and 27 VWs, by Merchant et al. (2014) found that studies using games reported the

most significant learning gains, followed by simulations then VWs. A 2013 review of empirical studies measuring the impact of Web 2.0 technologies, including 3DVWs, on student learning by Hew and Cheung (2013) found that while evidence was still weak, in

general Web 2.0 technologies report some positive and no detrimental effects. Importantly they note that positive effects may be more attributable to their pedagogic use rather than an intrinsic feature of the technology itself. None of the reviews identified any

studies looking at the educational benefits of 2D versus 3D representations.

Many studies have demonstrated that the use of 3DVWs in the classroom offers the promise of engaging and authentic learning experiences. As noted, these studies predominantly use SL and thus are focusing focussing on certain aspects and uses of

3DVWs such as social interaction and collaboration. Greater understanding is needed concerning what other aspects of the technology are beneficial for learning of what sort of content and in what context. As Ghanbarzadeh, Ghapanchi, Blumenstein, and

Talaei-Khoei (2014) remark of their review of 3DVWs studies over the past decade in the medical space, “Existing studies pay little attention to the application of 3DVWs in modelingmodelling. According to our systematic review, few have been conducted in this

field. Therefore, the powerful ability of these tools for modeling modelling and simulating health scenarios could be investigated in greater depth.” (p. 11). The studies described next seek to contribute to this understanding of virtual worlds by exploring differences

in learning gains when representing a model in 2D versus 3D.

2 Materials and methods
The costs of developing 3DVWs and the level of technical expertise required to adapt them to a particular learning situation, make the need for clarifying the actual benefits they deliver as compared to traditional or alternative methods

imperative. A key problem that hampers this investigation is that it is very difficult to design and conduct experiments that control everything except the independent variable, in this case the number of dimensions. In other words, it is hard to

design studies that are truly comparing apples with apples. Furthermore, such a study needs to identify concepts that are not being grasped by most students using existing more familiar and less costly teaching methods and resources and

which have a spatial element to them.

In order to identify a concept that students find difficult and see if modeling modelling in 2D or 3D would assist their understanding, we began discussions with a biologist at our university. A second year unit was chosen that was taken

by a wide range of students in their science program. This allowed us to access good class numbers with students demonstrating a wide range of abilities. Theories considered were a) Ideal Free Distribution, which models how animals should

be distributed based on resources; b) Polygyny Threshold, which describes when a female should choose to be monogamous or polygamous based on resources and c) Marginal Value Theorem (MVT) (Charnov, 1976). MVT helps predict when

an animal will choose to leave a patch of food and go to another patch. It involves spatial concepts such as distance, movement from one location to another and size or density of food patches.

A model is an abstraction or representation of reality. A good model should allow the observer to understand the important factors and the relationships between them without being distracted by factors which are not relevant. The

embodiment of the model in a 3DVW introduces other elements which may give the model greater ecological validity by providing a simulation of the environment in which the model exists but also introduces possibly extraneous elements that

may impact on the behaviour of the model. For example, the physics engine in Unity3D seeks to model the physical world and thus the object model will move more slowly uphill and faster downhill, but this may not be relevant for the theory or

phenomena being modeledmodelled. It is these sorts of issues that we wanted to explore further; what limitations and enhancements are provided when we add a third-dimension and embodiment. Does this embodiment help the student or hinder

them?

We chose to model the MVT because students find the theory unintuitive without understanding of the relevant factors (e.g. an animal will stay longer in a poor/reduced patch if they have a long distance to travel to the next patch) and

often get it wrong when tested. The animal's decision will be further affected by competitors, predators and the animal's energy levels. Modelling of these elements, including the animal and the food patches, seemed appropriate for 2D modelling

software and also for 3D virtual worlds. We were particularly interested to test whether the addition of 3D factors such as obstacles like trees or rivers or steepness of the terrain which come into play in real life but are not part of the model would

be useful to model.

NetLogo and Unity3D were used to create 2D and 3D representations, respectively, of the same concepts. Both simulations used agent-based models and the same algorithms. However, Unity3D allows an embodied representation of

the animals. We endeavoured to keep all factors equivalent except the representations that are fundamental differences between the 2D and 3D environments. For example, in both environments we used the same colours to represent certain

elements of the theory (e.g. red for predators, green for grass, blue for obstacle (river)). We provided the same instructions on the interpretation of these colours.

To control differences in participants' abilities to manipulate objects with different dimensionalities and/or use specific input/output devices for these manipulations, our study did not include any interaction with the model with the

exception of being able to rerun the simulations by pressing a replay button. This avoided differences in results being due to a difficult interface or inappropriate input devices for one or both representations. Lack of interactivity means that many

of the features associated with 3DVWs (Merchant et al., 2014), such as ability to interact with 3D objects, learners represented as avatars in the space or ability for learners to communicate with each other were not included in our 3D

representation. However, we did provide the illusion of the animals existing in a 3D space, also an identifying feature of 3DVWs (Merchant et al., 2014).
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In line with our cost assumption, development of the 3D model required significantly more effort than the 2D model, with a comparative effort ratio of 2:1 for Unity:NetLogo. The model developers had many years of experience in model a

range of programming languages including experience with NetLogo, Unity3D and Blender. The 3D models took approximately 40 h of programming and testing, in addition to prior completion of all pre-programming procedures (see Table 1).

NetLogo programming took approximately 20 h in addition to the pre-programming activities given in Table 1.

Table 1 Pre-programming activities and associated costs for Unity3D(left) and NetLogo (right).

Unity3D NetLogo

1. Download Unity3d (pro license is 1500 USD one-time payment but it is not needed to develop) (0 h)

2. Choose and purchase animal model from turbosquid.com (1 h)

3. Edit model in Blender to reduce polygons. (3 h)

4. Create rig for animal animation in Blender (10 h)

5. Create walk and graze animation cycles in Blender. (10 h)

6. Generate terrain and make sure animal can walk consistently once physics are applied. (3 h)

7. Make sure camera is positioned correctly to provide clear view of scene. (0.5 h)

8. Initial programming needed to make sure the correct animation is running smoothly when the animal is supposed to be grazing/walking. (0.5 h)

9. Reduce NetLogo scripts to pseudocode (1 h)

10. Reprogram pseudocode into UnityScript/javascript (4 h)

11. Balance parameters with NetLogo (2 h) 35 h

1. Download NetLogo. (0 h)

2. Planning of animal behaviour requirements (2 h)

3. Development of NetLogo scripts (10 h)

4. Balance parameters with Unity (2 h)

14 h

Unity3D programming is done in UnityScript (essentially Javascript), C#, or Boo. Unity3D has a learning curve even for programmers experienced in (one of) these languages. For example, when first using Unity3D, it took our

programmers about a week to really learn enough about the game programming process and environment to be able to start programming their own simulations. NetLogo uses its own programming language with “approachable syntax” that was

intentionally designed to be easy to learn and use by people with little or no programming experience. However once a model gets sufficiently complex, in our programmers' experience, the NetLogo syntax adds a layer of complexity in its

handling of scope in comparison to traditional programming languages.

The aim of the project was to see whether the second year animal behaviour students were better able to grasp and apply a number of concepts they typically struggle with by providing a richer model and learning environment. We

wanted to see if misconceptions tested via a pretest following traditional dissemination of the knowledge can be changed. Our research questions were:

Do students improve their understanding of MVT when exposed to 2D models of the theory?

Do students improve their understanding of MVT when exposed to 3D models of the theory?

Do the 2D models or 3D models deliver greater learning gains?

Quantitative and qualitative data were gathered in pre- and post-test surveys to assess the students' initial and subsequent understanding (see Appendix, Part B). Responses involved multiple-choice, Likert scale and open text box

questions for free comments and answering open-ended questions. As part of our quantitative data collection, the first two pre/posttest questions (Q1, Q2) sought to evaluate their recall of the two key ideas behind MVT that individuals will stay

longer if (1) current patches are rich in resources or (2) patches are farther apart and thus there is a higher cost of travel. The last two pre/posttest questions (Q3, Q4) sought to test how well they could apply that knowledge and interpret the

consequences of the theory when given a specific context in graph format. Via qualitative data collection, we also sought to evaluate the students' ability to apply the theoretical concepts more widely and propose relevant hypotheses and

predictors. We do not report on that data in this article.
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To understand the participants, biographical information was gathered including their gender, age, level of computing skills and computer game usage. We asked how often they played computer games in case that had some bearing on

their preference for or against the simulation technologies we were using which could potentially influence their ability to learn using that technology (see Appendix, Part B).

Participants to be recruited were enrolled in a second year Biology undergraduate unit on animal brain, behaviour and evolution. The study was conducted with approval of the Human Ethics Committee in their practical class in the final

week of semester. Participation was voluntary and the traditional teaching of the content occurred as a standard lecture just prior to the practical class.

2.1 Experimental design
The experiment contained one complex independent variable comprised of representation (2D or 3D) and media (NetLogo or Unity3D) that formed two conditions:

2D NetLogo Simulation Software (http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/)

3D Unity3D Game Engine (http://unity3d.com/)

We followed a between subjects design exposing each participant to both conditions but only each once and changing orders to avoid order effects, resulting in the following two treatment orders:

Order 1 – NetLogo Unity

3D (henceforth referred to as NetLogoFirst)

Order 2 – Unity3D, NetLogo (henceforth referred to UnityFirst)

Students were randomly assigned to one of these orders (i.e. NetLogoFirst or UnityFirst) by the program that added the next person to take the link to the alternative order. This sought to ensure equal numbers in each treatment order.

Within each condition there were six different scenarios, each becoming progressively more complex and seeking to simulate a particular factor as follows:

Scenario1: patches are close, animal moves between them frequently;

Scenario2: patches spaced far apart, animal stays longer and depletes patch, moves to next patch;

Scenario3: animal must choose from multiple patches at different distances;

Scenario4: closer patch has an obstacle (river to cross), further patch has no obstacles;

Scenario5: competition from other conspecifics, animal travels to further patch with no competition;

Scenario6: presence of a predator makes animal decide to move patch next to competitor.

To reduce variability in what each student experienced and ensure that all participants covered the same range of factors relevant for the theory, we created videos of each scenario for each representation. To give an idea of what the 2D and 3D objects

looked like, Fig. 1 shows scenario 5 for Unity3D (left) and scenario 1 for NetLogo (right). As shown in the figures, guidance is provided to the students for both media to assist them to interpret what is depicted, see the notes included below the videos.
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We were more interested in the differences in scores for correct answers before and after doing the first simulation because we were not sure whether there would be a contamination effect for the second simulation experience since both the 2D and 3D

representations modelled the same scenarios and asked the same questions. However, since we had the participants for a block of time, we took the opportunity to see whether one representation was able to improve understanding or correct misunderstanding

(i.e. if one representation was clearly superior to the other) or whether exposure to an alternative representation might confuse the student's understanding and worsen their scores.

Based on the results and feedback from the first study, conducted at the end of 2012, we reviewed all scenarios and as a result made improvements and additions to the NetLogo simulations, the procedure and the survey questions. Changes to the

NetLogo scenarios involved making factors such as patch sizes and density, distances between patches, obstacles and presence of predators more noticeable and identifiable. Also to further control differences between the 2D and 3D experimental conditions,

the length of the NetLogo simulations was increased to match the length of the equivalent scenario in the 3D version. This second study was conducted at the end of 2013, a year after the first one at the same point in time in the teaching year, in the same unit but

with a new cohort of students.

2.2 Procedure
Students were provided with a URL linking to the study by their tutor. The link opened a website that commenced with the information and consent form. After reading the form and checking a box to confirm they were over 18 and gave their consent they

proceeded to the next page to enter a short biographical survey (see Appendix, part A). This took about 3 min.

After completing a short pretest to test their understanding of MVT (see Q1-Q4, Appendix, part B), participants watched each of the six simulations in scenario number order in either the 2D-NetLogo or 3D-Unity3D representation followed by a posttest

with the same set of questions and subsequent learning activity. Finally, participants watched the six simulations for the alternative representation and completed an identical posttest followed by the same learning activity. Thus, Q1–Q4 were asked three times in

total. The learning activity, performed twice, involved responding to questions concerning MVT, discussion of the animals and factors depicted in the simulations, and proposal of suitable hypotheses and experiments to test the hypotheses. Study duration was

approximately 40 min. Technical support was provided to any students having difficulty accessing the site, running a simulation or asking for direction. However, to avoid some students receiving different levels of guidance and increase uniformity across

participants and treatments, the instructions regarding interpretation of the symbols in the simulations (e.g. how to identify and interpret the animal's energy bar) was provided on the screen with each simulation.

Procedural changes were made for the second study that was conducted one year later to improve the learning experience and to clarify their understanding of MVT. Changes in the second study included allowing participants to replay simulations, write

a reflection after watching each simulation, and finally compare all simulations for that technology. Fig. 2 shows the final comparison screens. The ability to replay, reflect and compare was provided before the posttest questions were asked. We also had four

additional questions (Q5–Q8) to try to tease out how well they understood the influence of the different factors on decision-making (via Q5) and specifically how richness of patch and distance to next patch were related (via a three part close statement comprising

Q6–Q8). See the Appendix for the questions. Fig. 3 summarizes the experimental procedure.

Fig. 1 Screenshots of sample scenarios for Unity3D (left) and NetLogo (right).
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3 Results
In the biology unit that teaches MVT, in 2012 and 2013 there were five practical classes with approximately twenty students in each. Participation in the studies was voluntary and weekly attendance at practical classes varied.

Nevertheless, we had a good level of participation with almost full participation of those students who attended their practical session. In 2012, the total number of participants was seventy. Fifty-nine students participated in 2013. A summary of

the breakdown by gender, age and computer game usage are given in Table 2.

Table 2 Biographical data for participants.

Year condition Male Female Avg age Age range English 1st Play CG = 0 Play CG 1–2 Play CG 3–8 Play CG > 8

2012 30 40 22 18–49 92.5% 25 15 13 17

Unity1st 15 19 22.5 18–49 91% 13 6 6 19

NetLogo1st 15 21 21.5 18–33 94% 12 9 7 8

2013 25 34 21.95% 18–59 87.5% 25 14 9 11

Unity1st 13 16 22.5 18–41 84% 13 8 3 5

NetLogo1st 12 18 21.4 19–59 91% 12 6 6 6

Fig. 2 Summary comparison page for each condition: 1. Unity3D first (left), 2. NetLogo first (right).

Fig. 3 Experimental procedure.
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In Table 2, we see that participants were mostly native English speakers. Not shown, but all cohorts (2012 UnityFirst, NetLogoFirst, 2013 UnityFirst, NetLogoFirst) described themselves as having either basic (25%, 17%, 16%, 26%)

proficient (56%, 72%, 72%, 68%) or advanced (21%, 11%, 13%, 6%) computing skills, respectively, with the greatest variation in the advanced category. However, since participants only needed to click on ‘play’ or ‘next’ buttons, select

responses from a list or type into text boxes, we believe only basic computing skills were needed and more skills would not have been any advantage. Next we present the quantitative results for each treatment together covering the studies in

2012 and 2013. Though we cannot explain why, Anderson-darling tests for Normality indicated that our data for all years and simulations were not normally distributed. We have therefore run the non-parametric Wilcoxon W test to test for

significance. T-tests for significant results were also run for further confirmation and comparison.

3.1 NetLogo – 2D representation
The descriptive statistics for NetLogoFirst for Q1–Q4 can be found in Table 3. We do not include Q5–Q8, because they were only part of Study 2 and so we cannot make a comparison. Relevant findings for these questions will be discussed later. From

Table 3 we see that on average students got two to three questions right out of the four and the average improved following the simulations. Standard deviations were higher for the second study. Fig. 4 shows the number of correct responses to all questions for

the NetLogoFirst treatment for both studies.

Table 3 Descriptive Statistics for 2012 & 2013 NetLogo first.

Total scores before NetLogo Total scores after NetLogo Total after NetLogo and after unity

Function/Year 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013

Mean 2.611 2.433 2.778 2.8 2.833 2.759

Standard error 0.145 0.218 0.139 0.1882 0.157 0.177

Median 3 2.5 3 3 3 3

Mode 3 3 2 3 3 2

Std deviation 0.871 1.194 0.832 1.031 0.941 0.951

Sample var 0.759 1.426 0.692 1.062 0.886 0.904

Kurtosis −0.479 −1.089 −0.939 −0.948 −0.454 −1.086

Skewness −0.224 −0.157 0.134 −0.381 −0.520 −0.012

Range 3 4 3 3 3 3

Minimum 1 0 1 1 1 1

Maximum 4 4 4 4 4 4

Sum 94 73 100 186 102 172

Count 36 30 36 30 36 29
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In the first study, no significant differences were found for NetLogo except for Q2 between the pre and post-test question before and after NetLogo (Wilcoxon 0.01 < p < 0.02, n = 15; t-test p = 0.00308 n = 36). Watching the simulations in Unity after

watching the NetLogo simulations did not make any significant difference for any question.

In the second study, an analysis of correct responses to Q1–Q4 did not reveal any significant differences, though before and after NetLogo only was heading towards significance with p = 0.07768. Q2 did not show the same pattern as for Study One.

However, when Q1–Q8 were analysed, we obtained a highly statistically significant result before and after NetLogo (Wilcoxon 0.001 < p < 0.002 n = 22; t-test p = 0.00209 n = 30) and significant result for before NetLogo and after NetLogo and then Unity

(Wilcoxon 0.01 < p < 0.02, n = 20; t-test p = 0.00988 n = 29). No significant difference was found between doing NetLogo and then Unity, so Unity did not increase the learning gains, but also did not diminish them.

3.2 Unity – 3D representation
The descriptive statistics for UnityFirst for Q1–Q4 can be found in Table 4. Similar observations can be made regarding the average number of correct answers as for NetLogoFirst. Standard deviations were similar for both studies and all conditions.

Table 4 Descriptive Statistics for 2012 & 2013 Unity3D first.

Total scores before unity Total scores after unity Total after unity and after NetLogo

Function/Year 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013

Mean 2.324 2.448 2.794 2.571 2.970 2.538

Standard error 0.173 0.176 0.157 0.174 0.182 0.177

Median 2 2 3 3 3 3

Mode 3 2 2 3 4 3

Std deviation 1.007 0.948 0.914 0.920 1.045 0.905

Sample variation 1.013 0.899 0.835 0.847 1.093 0.818

Kurtosis −1.1045 −0.803 −0.972 −0.633 −1.128 1.323

Skewness 0.044 0.024 −0.071 −0.226 −0.461 −0.650

Range 3 3 3 3 3 4

Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 0

Fig. 4 Correct answers for NetLogo First studies in 2012 and 2103. The questions are asked three times in pretest (before NetLogo), first posttest (after NetLogo) and final posttest (after NetLogo and Unity).
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Maximum 4 4 4 4 4 4

Sum 79 71 95 72 98 66

Count 34 29 34 28 33 26

In the first study there were statistically significant differences (Wilcoxon 0.02 < p < 0.05 n = 23; one-tailed t-test p = 0.009 n = 34) between the before and after scores for participants who used Unity3D first. The learning gain was even more significant

(Wilcoxon 0.001 < p < 0.005 n = 23; one-tailed t-test p = 0.0007 n = 33) when comparing the pretest score with the score after students completed the simulations in Unity3D and then NetLogo. Similar to the result for NetLogoFirst in Study One, but even more

significant, differences in scores for Q2 before and after Unity were highly significant (Wilcoxon p < 0.001 n = 17; one-tailed t-test p = 3.1043E-05 n = 33). In the second study, no significant difference was found for any single question, for Q1–Q4, or collectively for

Q1–Q8. Fig. 5 shows the number of correct responses to all questions for the UnityFirst treatment for both studies.

4 Discussion
We wanted to measure learning transfer. We specifically asked the question “What animal was represented in the simulations you watched?” to see whether students viewed the simulation as widely applicable to animals or to specific

types of animal, similar to those depicted. The 2012 students who used Unity3D first, overwhelming (29/33) said that the animal represented was a deer, antelope or gazelle. Only four saw the animal as representing an ungulate or mammal. All

thirty-three participants in 2014 saw only a deer. Clearly most students were not able to see beyond the embodiment of a deer-like creature used in the simulation (see Fig. 1) and failed to remember or recognize that MVT applies to a wide

variety of animals, even birds and fish. Eleven of these same students after completing the second lot of scenarios, persisted in the suggestion it was a deer or mammal, and eleven did not associate any animal at all but gave answers such as

arrow; a grazing blue arrow; no animal – it was an arrow; hungry, hungry triangles. One person wrote “could be nothing, could be anything. But the mere fact that it was a blue arrow, instantly made me disassociate anything on the screen from

the real world”. Similarly, in 2013 students in the same treatment also described the animal as “an arrow; a blue arrow; green triangle; no animal represented”. Two students, however, did make the connection between what they had seen in the

Unity simulation and what they had watched in NetLogo. One commented “I see what you have done … unknown species”, recognizing that no one species was being represented. Another commented “still the same as all the other vids”

recognizing that both sets of simulations were about the same theory and model.

In both years, the NetLogoFirst participants suggested a much wider range of animals when asked this question and only two in each year could not think beyond the shape. After the NetLogoFirst students completed the second set of

scenarios using Unity3D, all bar one student out of the sixty-five respondents said the animal represented was a deer of some type. These results raise some very interesting questions regarding learning transfer and how well the 2D versus 3D

representation may assist with learning an abstract theory. It appears that in the absence of an embodiment, students were able to make a connection with an animal merely by knowing what theory they were learning about and the implication

that it was an animal in the question. Providing an embodiment seemed to interfere with their ability to generalize the model (NetLogo to Unity3D) or to recognize the model at all when the embodiment was removed (Unity3D to NetLogo).

Repeating the scenarios in alternative representations did not seem to enhance or reinforce their learning but appeared to add some confusion.

Question 2 showed significant learning gains for both Unity3D and NetLogo in the first study and for NetLogo only in the second study. We believe the second study results are more reliable because of the redesign of simulations, ability

Fig. 5 Correct answers for Unity3D First studies in 2012 and 2103. The questions are asked three times in pretest (before Unity), first posttest (after Unity) and final posttest (after Unity and NetLogo).
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to replay and compare. NetLogoFirst in the second year showed significant improvement, but when the second set of simulations in Unity were performed students seem to become confused; the number of correct questions reduced after

Unity3D followed NetLogo. In contrast, for Study Two when Unity simulations were watched first, only two questions (Q2 and Q4) resulted in a better score, and that was a minor increase from 20 to 21 and 14 to 15, respectively. No

improvement was achieved in Q3, Q5 and Q7, and slightly worse scores were achieved for Q1 and Q8, with a drop from 20 to 16 correct responses for Q6. This downward trend for most questions continued after the second simulation

(NetLogo), we presume because students were getting even more confused.

Perhaps in hindsight and consistent with Ockham's Razor (i.e. keep things as simple as possible), if a 2D model is able to represent a theory adequately, then the complexity added by a 3D model will not improve understanding but may

worsen it. This outcome was not necessarily intuitive, given that MVT is about animals and their grazing behaviours. It was our goal in designing the study to challenge students to use the simulations to explore alternative hypotheses regarding

the theory as well as to identify what factors may affect the animals decision-making which were not explained by the theory. Thereby, gaining an appreciation of how the model works, but also its limitations. We wanted students to be able to

appreciate the limits of the theory in the real world where, for example, physics and other factors not in the model may influence the animal's decision to move to another patch.

Since our results in the first study conflict somewhat with the results in the second study, which we explain by the improvement in the 2D models and increasing the time students had to view, replay and compare them, we also warn of

the hazards of not representing the theory clearly enough or not giving students adequate time to explore and reflect. We believe that the changes we made to the NetLogo simulations to ensure they ran at the same speed and for the same

length as the Unity3D simulations also meant that our experiments were better controlled in the second study and allowed better comparison. Perhaps due to the simplicity of the NetLogo representation, the NetLogo simulations were shorter.

The timings in seconds for 2012 for NetLogo (N) and Unity3D (U) were (scenario 1 N = 0.14, U = 0.38; scenario 2 N = 0.19, U = 1.20; scenario 3 N = 0.33, U = 1.03; scenario 4 N-1.01; U = 1.25; scenario 5 N = 1.07, U = 1.52, scenario 6 N = 1.18,

U = 1.56). This unintended anomaly in differences in length was only discovered when everything was brought together just before the study went live in 2012 and then it was too late and risky to make significant changes. Since the NetLogo

movies were quite short that could have affected the amount of information the students were able to gain from them.

In answer to the research questions, based primarily on the findings of the second study, with some clues provided by the first study, we conclude that students significantly improved their learning using the 2D NetLogo simulations,

however, there was no improvement when they used the Unity3D simulations. We also conclude that the 2D NetLogo representation provided a better simulation model of MVT theory than the Unity3D representation. An explanation for the

reduced efficacy of the 3DVW version could be related to cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1994) due to the more visually rich environment containing terrain, embodied animals, rivers and trees may have resulted in cognitive overload. We believe

these features may also represent features extraneous to the MVT model that have distracted students from the key factors. The study on brand perception by Nah et al. (2011) used distraction-conflict theory to explain why their 3D shopping

environment increased enjoyment and sense of presence over the 2D site, but did not achieve the intended purpose of increased intention to purchase. Reasons suggested by Nah et al. (2011) for the distraction include the need to

simultaneously navigate and attend to visual and audio stimuli. The study by Cockburn and McKenzie (2002) measuring 2D versus 3D effects of displays on visual memory, suggested that reduced performance in their 3D condition was a result

of users finding the higher dimension interfaces more “more 'cluttered' and less efficient”. In our study, efficiency was less of a concern due to removing the need to navigate and we avoided cluttering the scene with visual distractors. We sought

to minimise distraction in our study, provide increased control and focus on the 2D/3D representational aspects by not requiring the participant to navigate or handle audio. However, the richer animal and environment representation, due to 3D

embodiment, may have been distractors.

A further lesson we have learnt is the importance of repeating a study. Due to time and cost constraints and the difficulty in replicating studies, such reports are rare. If we had not sought to repeat our study, we would not have identified

some necessary improvements and we would have concluded that Unity3D or an alternative 3D embodiment will produce greater learning gains than the 2D representation in NetLogo. As another lesson, we warn of potential learning losses if the

representation is flawed. We found instances for both representations where students' understanding was worsened after doing one or both of the simulations. We believe this is because when they answered the pretest they were likely to have

memorized the theory stated in the lecture and textbook. However, once they began exploring various scenarios demonstrating elements of the theory, they began to think more about these elements and their relationships and could not quite

make sense of how they connected. This lesson also confirms the importance of having a pretest and posttest for measuring if any learning gains or losses have occurred in addition to affective measures of participants' attitudes.

In the second study, the opportunity to write down your observations after each simulation produced a lot of textual output that included conjecture, questions and descriptions of what they thought the simulation was showing and what

that meant. In most of our work with 3D virtual worlds, we have been creating learning experiences that involve content and questions that do not have right or wrong answers. In the VWs we created for training customs officers (authors

withheld), the goal was to detect suspicious behavior behaviour and decide whether to let the passenger into Australia or perform some further investigations. In the VW we developed to improve science inquiry skills in Australian secondary

schools (authors withheld), students observe our intelligent animals, collect data and speak to characters to gather their viewpoints so that pairs of students can draw their own conclusions why a particular species was dying out. As a formative

learning tool where students are able to look at the simulations, perhaps as individuals or in pairs and then as a class, the Biology lecturer has suggested that use of either the 2D or 3D MVT simulations is likely to generate a lot of discussion

and deep thinking about what is part of the model, what is not, and how the various factors affect one another, as the ability to see something concrete and then discuss it would be more engaging than listening to a lecture on the topic.

The exploratory and experiential nature of virtual worlds aligns well with the learning theories of constructivism (Duffy & Jonassen, 1992) and constructionism (Kafai & Resnick, 1996) due to the active engagement of learners in

constructing their own knowledge and the use of artifacts to achieve this, respectively. While this study has sought to provide evidence for the learning gains of using a virtual world through the measurement of pre and posttest scores
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concerning student understanding of a theory, in a future publication we plan to analyse the qualitative data to determine if we can find evidence for deeper thought and inquiry using either the 2D or 3D representation and also compare the two

simulation technologies from an affective perspective, that is, what were students' attitudes and preferences for both. As this was not our focus, we did not explicitly ask questions along these lines. However, students wrote many textual

responses in answer to questions and as part of the reflection activity after each scenario. For example, for Study Two after using NetLogo different students included the following comments: “great quality simulation, interesting, hard to see

numbers, different coloured animals would be good.” The textual responses could be analysed to determine the strengths and weaknesses, and potentially the student's experience, of each simulation. For example, one student reflected:

Well there's not a lot to go on here as this is a rather crude 'micky mouse' representation of nature. What do the bars above the animal characters represent? Health? Energy? Satiation? I'm torn between the context of this model and the context

of the real world. In my mind these two are not analogous. Am I supposed to tell you what I think from my existing knowledge of animal behaviour or from what I have deduced from these simulations? I'm going to assume simulations. If the bars

represent health then a number of animals would have theoretically died travelling from one patch to the next in some of these simulations as the 'bars' were reduced to zero. (Study One, After Unity)

This set of simulations is far worse than the last. I'm sorry to be so critical of all this but I'm assuming that this is what I'm here [for]. If your trying to communicate and explain MVT, in my opinion you would be far better off just explaining it as a

colloquial conversation than have someone watch these videos. The videos are too vague and un-clarified to ascertain any reliable information. If I can't trust my understanding of the simulation, how can I trust what it is trying to communicate to

me? (Study One, same student as above after doing NetLogo simulation)

This scenario was more visually difficult to understand and gain information from however obviously the animal gained energy through feeding and lost energy (but not as much as it gained) through travelling between patches.

(Study Two, After NetLogo, having already done Unity simulations)

The following two quotes reveal the visual imagery, creativity and exploration of ideas provided by the 3D virtual world. In response to the question asking what animal do you think is represented?

No idea, but I was definitely picturing a small herbivore of some kind. I thought mammal, but then wouldn't they likely deplete a resource or two completely? Maybe insect, because being so small they might have to 'refuel' a lot on long journeys.

(Study Two, After Unity and Before NetLogo)

In response to what might have influenced the animal that is not accounted for by MVT:

Weather - the one where the animal swam across a river was rather telling; maybe it was hot? So even though it had no more energy, it was fine to swim to the next resource even though there was some left on the first side of the river. Whereas

if it was freezing weather, maybe that wouldn't have happened. (ibid)

5 Conclusions and future directions
The aim of the studies reported in this article was to contribute towards understanding of situations when a 2D or 3D representation would produce better learning outcomes than traditional classroom presentation of that material. To

conduct an experiment we needed to measure before and after knowledge of the concept. To be able to achieve any significant benefit, we needed to identify a concept that is typically not well grasped through current and conventional teaching

of that material. The concept also needed to be able to be adequately represented in both 2D and 3D models. Furthermore, we needed to control extraneous variables. Achievement of all of these constraints was a challenge.

We believe the theory of MVT did provide a suitable concept for our experiment. We have learnt many lessons in the process, many of these lessons we have shared and believe are relevant for future studies. In a classroom/learning

context it is not possible to provide a fully controlled experiment because there are usually many variables outside of one's control, particularly aspects of the learner. In the quasi-experiment we conducted, it appears that NetLogo achieved

learning gains over traditional teaching methods, whereas the use of Unity3D resulted in learning losses, though we acknowledge that it is not possible to confirm that differences in learning outcomes is solely due to the different representations

(2D vs 3D) because we have not been able to measure, compare or control all aspects of the learners.

We had hoped by implementing MVT in a 3DVW that we would be providing a more immersive and engaging experience that through observing virtual animals behaving according to the theory students would be able to propose

hypotheses and predictions that demonstrated a deeper understanding of the theory and more well-thought out reasoning processes. This was not evident from the quantitative data. Based on the extensive observations recorded by each

student in their reflection after each scenario, we believe that using either representation as a medium for collaborative learning involving peers and tutors, could deliver potentially deeper and lasting learning gains. We leave confirmation or

negation of this belief for future research.

To address the developmental hurdles we mentioned earlier (i.e. cost, time, skills), Ioannidou et al. (2009) suggest that programming may need to become the new literacy where students become 3D fluent. They raise an interesting

question,

Is this discontinuity a conceptual consequence of 2D vs. 3D with potential roots in human cognition, or is it more of an accidental consequence of computational tools that have emerged disjointedly for 2D and 3D applications?
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Though they do not answer this question, they offer what they call Incremental 3D to address the current lack of fluency between 2D programs such as photoshop and Maya 3D. In their gradual approach, they conceptualise a continuum

of 2D and 3D tools and skills, where tools support both 2D and 3D authoring, unlike most tools they reviewed which did only one and did not export to the other. We note that in the case of agent based modelling tools, a continuum can be found.

See (Arunachalam et al., 2008) for a comparison of agent based modelling simulation tools.

The need to demonstrate improved learning outcomes as a result of the technology is less of an issue if cost is not a barrier to usage or there are other benefits. The Hew and Cheung (2013) systematic review of 2.0 technologies did not

find any studies reporting negative impacts on learning outcomes. In the experimental study with 135 s-year university students conducted by Okutsu, DeLaurentis, Brophy, and Lambert (2013) the goal was to determine if students in the “virtual-

world” group demonstrated similar learning performance to the control “real-world” group who attended classroom lectures. The “virtual-world” group attended lectures remotely via prototype in-house developed software called Aeroquest. The

virtual-world group achieved the same performance benchmark in the exam with no significant difference from the real-world group. In such situations, providing a virtual classroom may increase the income of the institution by reaching additional

student populations and save costs in term of travel time and provision of facilities such as physical meeting rooms.

We propose that SL and OpenSim dominate the 3DVW education space because they are relatively easy to set up, use and apply to learning activities. Conceptually they provide a mechanism to simulate a real world situation where

humans primarily control interaction such as dialogues, decision-making, object manipulation and navigation. 3DVWs allow educators to develop learning activities based on sound pedagogic theories such as constructivism and practices such

as problem-based and experience-based learning.

However, 3DVWs can be much more than recreations of social interactions in the real world. Our current research involves the use of a 3DVW where secondary school students interact with a number of virtual characters, such as the

biologist, climatologist and native inhabitants, collect data and observe the intelligent animals that live in predator-prey relationships in order to acquire and practice science inquiry skills, such as hypothesis testing, selecting dependent and

independent variables, data analysis and running simulation models of the animal behaviours. The animal models that the students interact with and/or observe are represented in 2D using the NetLogo software and embodied as 3D objects in

Unity3DVW. Students use both models to draw conclusions addressing a given scenario-based problem. In contrast to deploying SL 3DVWS, the cost and effort of developing intelligent 3DVWs inhabited by virtual people, animals and plants

that have their own goals, understanding of the world, decision-making abilities and that are able to interact and communicate with humans is a non-trivial task. Indeed advances in artificial intelligence research, particularly in the subfields of

agent-based technologies and intelligent virtual agents, are needed to support, for example, the inclusion of empathic agents to assist learners (McQuiggan, Rowe, & Lester, 2008). We envisage educational 3DVWs of the future that challenge

and engage students and yet provide tailored feedback and emotional support when they face an impasse, such as confusion, demotivation or boredom; it is that vision that drives our current research.

Appendix. Study Questions
PART A: Biographical Details

1. Gender? 2. Age? 3. Is English your first language?

4. Level of computing skills (None, basic, proficient, advanced) 5. Average hours per week playing computer games?
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PART B: Pre/posttest Questions (correct answer)
Q1. According to the Marginal Value Theorem, should an animal spend more time in a rich patch or a poor patch of food before moving to find a new patch?

a) more time in a rich patch

b) more time in a poor patch

c) same time in both, quality of the patch does not matter

Q2. According to the MVT, as the distance between patches increases, the animal should spend less time in a patch because it needs more time to get to the next patch. a) true b) false.

Q3. Looking at the top graph, at which point in time should the animal move to a new patch? a) point a, b) point b, c) point c.

Q4. Looking at the middle graph, what is the optimal gain the animal will obtain?

a) 10 calories b) 20 calories c) 30 calories.

Study two only:
Q5 Looking at the bottom graph and the point at which the animal leaves, what would you say?

a) The animal left too early b) The animal left too late c) The animal left at the right time.
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As an animal is feeding, the energy goes Q6 up/down as the patch becomes Q7 richer/poorer and takes Q8 less/more time to find the next mouthful.
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Highlights

• Cost-benefit analysis of 3D virtual worlds over alternative learning methods and representations is scarce.

• In two separate studies, a total of 129 biology students explored an animal behaviour theory in six scenarios represented in 2D and 3D.

• Posttests measured learning gains compared to a pretest following traditional classroom presentation of the theory.

• 2D simulations were modelled in NetLogo and 3D simulations used Unity3D.

• Perhaps due to cognitive overload and distraction-conflict theory, the 2D Netlogo simulations delivered better learning outcomes.
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